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Twin Extrusion Technology And Principles
Originally slated to debut in May at the cancelled NPE2021 show, they were unveiled by ENTEK at a virtual press conference held in June from its Lebanon, Ore., headquarters. New HT72 twin-screw ...
High-Torque Twin & Novel Feeding System Debut for Compounding
This week, it was Entek’s turn, with two items of interest — the HT72 twin-screw extruder and its Vacuum Feed Technology, the patent for which went public the day of the press briefing, June 8. The ...
Entek Debuts ‘Workhorse’ Twin-Screw Extruder
Lebanon, Ore-based Entek Manufacturing Inc. introduced the first product in a new series of co-rotating twin extruders with an online unveiling of a machine that was three years in the making to ...
Entek introduces high-torque extruder, vacuum feed technology
Reportlinker.com announces the release of the report "Twin Screw Extruder Market Research Report, by Region - Global Forecast to 2026 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19" - The Global Twin Screw Extruder ...
Twin Screw Extruder Market Research Report, by Region - Global Forecast to 2026 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19
Even “sustainable” technologies such as electric vehicles and wind turbines face unbreachable physical limits and exact grave environmental costs ...
The Delusion of Infinite Economic Growth
Prahallad CR, Partner – Customer Solutions, Robert Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions gave insights into the digital twin technology in a conversation ... relies on natural intelligence and ...
A digital twin helps form a unified digital enterprise
“Using data for the public good” as its core, the 9 principles ... of the twin, as well as clear governance and regulation. Its functions must also be able to adapt as technology and society ...
Purpose of digital twin: Serving the public
Data centric technology promises a future with autonomous machining. As manufacturers continue to pursue digital transformations and automation capabilities continues to mature, could true autonomous ...
Is Autonomous Machining Coming?
From announcing the cheapest 4G smartphone to unveiling a Rs 75,000-crore plan to put India on global solar map, Mukesh Ambani shared a glimpse of India's most valuable company's future outlook ...
RIL AGM 2021: Full Text of Mukesh Ambani's Speech at 44th Reliance AGM
How do we ensure that AI is trustworthy and its benefits are shared by all? From the measurement of AI trends and developments to the direction and impact of national and regional AI policies and ...
OECD.AI: Paving The Way Towards Sustainable, Trustworthy And Responsible AI World
At the time of the project, external modelling of datacentres using digital twin technology was relatively unheard of, and is a capability Future Facilities only began building into its software ...
How Kao Data used digital twin technology to build UK’s first free-cooled wholesale colo datacentre
Two years later (in 2013) the Institut declared, “The third revolution has been successfully completed.” I have visited several factories in Japan—and also factories from South Africa to the U.S.—that ...
Why ‘4.0’ Is Often 3.0, and Smart Is Not Always Intelligent
Amulet, the specialist security arm of The Churchill Group, launches a new Temp & Vacant service. The nationwide service will provide 24/7, 365 security solutions and has been launched to ...
Amulet launches a new service to support businesses that have temporary and vacant properties during the pandemic
Emerald Holding, Inc. (“Emerald”) announced today the launch of the new media brand, DesignWell. A powerful new addition to the Emerald portfolio, DesignWell will offer readers in-depth articles, ...
Emerald Announces The Launch Of DesignWell
5th annual summit of scientists & engineers from bio-pharmaceutical manufacturers, technology/system providers ... Conference A one-day seminar on single & twin screw extrusion theory, operating ...
Conferences from 2016 & Before
“We have this exciting opportunity now to explore wellness through the twin lenses of technology and design,” he says. “From smart home technologies to biophilic design principles, we have ...
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